
EXPLANATORY NOTE FOR THE MOTIONS ON PROCEEDINGS DURING THE 

PANDEMIC AND HYBRID SCRUTINY PROCEEDINGS  
 

Introduction and summary 

 

1. This note provides an explanation of the provisions of the introductory motion 

for a resolution (Proceedings during the pandemic) and the motion on Hybrid 

Scrutiny Proceedings of which informal notice has been given today (20 April 

2020). The Speaker is expected to give sanction for the motions to be moved 

without formal notice (in other words, without the motion having appeared on 

the Order Paper) at the start of the sitting tomorrow (21 April). 

 

2. The main motion provides for the first two hours of each sitting on Mondays, 

Tuesdays and Wednesdays to be devoted to “scrutiny proceedings”—defined 

as questions to Ministers, urgent questions and Ministerial statements—

during which it will be possible for Members to participate electronically in a 

form approved by the Speaker. The motion also enables the Speaker to 

restrict the number of Members physically present in the Chamber to ensure 

that social distancing requirements are met. Finally, the motion makes a 

number of changes to arrangements for the conduct of business in 

consequence of the arrangements for scrutiny proceedings. 

 

Background 

 

3. The motions are designed to give effect to the decisions of the House of 

Commons Commission at its meeting on 16 April. 

 

4. The Commission agreed that scrutiny proceedings would take place in 

“hybrid” format, whereby Members would be enabled to participate in certain 

proceedings either virtually or physically in the Chamber. The Commission 

agreed that the format would be designed to give effect to the principle of 

parity of treatment as far as practicable between those two forms of 

participation. One consequence of this principle is that participation even for 

those Members physically present will be subject to the same notice 

requirements which necessarily apply to those participating virtually. 

 

5. The initial decision of the Commission includes only three types of Chamber 

business: questions to Ministers, urgent questions and ministerial statements. 

Some of these would take place in modified form and notice requirements will 

be modified in all cases. For instance, notices of statements and applications 

for urgent questions would be required by 8.00 am on Mondays and by 2.00 

pm on the previous day for Tuesdays and Wednesdays. This is because a lot 

of work needs to be done in preparing for each session, including contacting 



all Members likely to ask questions to ensure they are properly set up to 

participate. 

 

6. The main reason for limiting the initial implementation of proceedings in hybrid 

format to these proceedings is technological capacity. At this stage of 

development, these proceedings are easier to manage in the hybrid 

environment and to broadcast than others. 

 

7. These proceedings in hybrid format will replace the current questions and 

statements at the start of each sitting day in which Members can only 

participate if they are present in the Chamber. After these proceedings in 

hybrid format, the House would move into other business after a short 

suspension (up to 15 minutes). 

 

8. The Commission also agreed at its meeting on 16 April that the House of 

Commons Service and the Parliamentary Digital Service should enable 

arrangements to be put in place as soon as possible for further proceedings 

on motions and certain legislative proceedings also to be conducted in hybrid 

format. The Leader of the House will give further information about the 

timetable for these arrangements and for a further motion to give effect to 

them in a Business Statement on Tuesday 21 April immediately after 

proceedings on this motion. 

 

Introductory motion 

 

9. The introductory motion for a resolution (Proceedings during the pandemic) 

establishes the basis for the modifications contained in the provisions that 

follow and sets out the principle underlying the proposal for how proceedings 

will be conducted in hybrid format, namely that there shall be parity of 

treatment between Members participating virtually and Members participating 

in person. 

 

Duration 

 

10. The motion provides for the arrangements to remain in place until 12 May. It is 

very likely that the arrangements will be modified very rapidly in the light of the 

motion to apply the hybrid format to a wider set of proceedings. 

 

General arrangements 

 

11. Paragraphs (1) to (3) of section A provide for scrutiny proceedings in hybrid 

format to take place during the first two hours of each sitting on Monday, 

Tuesday and Wednesday. The House will continue to meet at its usual sitting 

times on those days.  



 

12. The limit of two hours, subject to the Speaker’s discretion to extend for a short 

period, reflects the initial technical capacity of which the House of Commons 

Commission was advised.  

 

Scrutiny proceedings 

 

13. Paragraph (4) of section A of the motion defines scrutiny proceedings as 

comprising questions to Ministers, urgent questions and Ministerial 

statements. 

 

14. Paragraph (5) of section A preserves the existing provisions of Standing 

Orders providing for questions to Ministers with notice to be generally limited 

to the first hour of each sitting on Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays. The 

paragraph also gives the Speaker a power to vary the order of scrutiny 

proceedings. The general expectation is that urgent questions will precede 

Ministerial statements, but the Speaker has been given this exceptional power 

to enable proceedings of which there has been greater notice to come before 

proceedings of which more limited notice has been possible. 

 

15. Paragraph (6) of section A makes general provision for the two possible forms 

of participation in proceedings in hybrid format. It also gives a power for the 

Speaker to limit the number of Members present in the Chamber at any one 

time. This reflects the requirements of public health guidance on social 

distancing. It is likely that no more than 50 Members will be allowed to attend 

in the Chamber at any one time. Further guidance on social distancing 

requirements in the Chamber will be made available separately in advance of 

the sitting on 21 April. 

 

16. Paragraph (7) of section A requires that all Members give notice of their wish 

to participate in scrutiny proceedings to be undertaken in hybrid format. 

Advance notice is essential to enable virtual participation and such notice for 

all those wishing to participate is consistent with the principle of parity of 

treatment and with the limits on attendance in the Chamber. 

 

17. Paragraph (7) of section A also requires that the notice be given by electronic 

means designated by the Speaker. It is envisaged that the Speaker will 

designate the MemberHub (currently used for the tabling of questions by the 

overwhelming majority of Members) as the principal means by which 

backbench Members will give notice that they wish to participate in 

proceedings on urgent questions and Ministerial statements. This is in 

addition to the continued use of MemberHub for tabling oral and written 

questions. Backbench Members who are unable to use MemberHub will 

exceptionally be allowed to email questions for oral answer and requests to 



participate in proceedings on urgent questions and Ministerial statements to 

the Table Office email address (tableoffice@parliament.uk) by the relevant 

deadline. Separate arrangements will be put in place for frontbenchers to give 

notice of participation. 

 

18. Paragraph (8) of section A allows the Speaker to set notice requirements for 

scrutiny proceedings. In the case of oral questions to Ministers, the notice 

period cannot be shorter than the main notice period already in place for 

questions to Ministers. The requirements for the first stage are likely to be as 

follows: 

 

Questions to Ministers: The deadline for submitting questions to be 

entered into the shuffle for oral questions will generally be 12.30 pm on 

the same day a week before the questions session is to take place, so 

that the deadline for questions on a Monday would be the preceding 

Monday, etc (because the motion is only being taken on Tuesday, the 

deadlines this week for questions to be taken in the week of 27 April 

will be a day later – Tuesday for Monday, Wednesday for Tuesday and 

Thursday for Wednesday); 

 

Applications for urgent questions: applications for urgent questions will 

need to be submitted by 8.00 am on a Monday for urgent questions on 

Mondays, by 2.00 pm on Mondays for urgent questions on Tuesdays 

and by 2.00 pm on Tuesdays for urgent questions on Wednesdays; 

 

Notice of Ministerial statements: The Government will be asked to give 

notice of all Ministerial statements on the same timetable as for 

applications for urgent questions. 

 

The Speaker will have discretion to allow urgent questions or Ministerial 

statements after these deadlines in exceptional circumstances. 

 

19. The deadline for backbench requests to participate in proceedings on urgent 

questions and Ministerial statements will be 11.00 am on Mondays in respect 

of such proceedings that day, 5.00 pm on Mondays in respect of such 

proceedings on Tuesdays and 5.00 pm on Tuesdays in respect of such 

proceedings on Wednesdays. 

 

Urgent questions 

 

20. Paragraphs (1) and (2) of section B set out the criteria for urgent questions. 

These are largely unchanged, except that provision is not made for business 

questions. These provisions currently appear in Standing Order No. 21 which 

otherwise makes provision superseded by the provisions of this motion. 
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Supplementary provisions 

 

21. Paragraph (1) of section C provides that the business which normally takes 

place after prayers and before the start of questions will not take place during 

initial proceedings in hybrid format. An exception to this is made for motions 

for unopposed returns, which cannot be objected to and can on occasions 

serve as the basis for the publication by order of the House of a document to 

be referred to in a subsequent Ministerial statement. 

 

22. Paragraph (2) of section C provides for private business not to be taken after 

prayers and before the start of scrutiny proceedings. 

 

23. Paragraph (3) of section C disapplies Standing Order Nos. 7 (Seats not to be 

taken before prayers), 8 (Seats secured at prayers) and 21 (Time for taking 

questions). The first two Standing Orders are not appropriate due to the 

requirements of social distancing, and the “prayer card” system will be 

discontinued. Prayers themselves will still take place at the start of each 

sitting day. 

 

24. Paragraph (3) also modifies the operation of Standing Order No. 22(5) which 

remains in effect. That Standing Order requires that questions for oral answer 

are “selected at random from those received in a manner to be prescribed by 

the Speaker”. The paragraph allows the random shuffle to be modified to take 

account of party balance. At present, a random shuffle can produce a party 

imbalance, which can currently be rebalanced by the Speaker’s decisions on 

who to call for supplementary questions. To reduce the imbalance, it is 

envisaged that the shuffle will remain random within party, but reflect an 

overall party balance. 

 

25. Paragraphs (4) and (5) of section C make provision effectively to exclude the 

possibility of motions during scrutiny proceedings. Paragraph (4) makes 

provision for the exercise of disciplinary powers by the Speaker in very 

exceptional circumstances where a motion might otherwise have been 

necessary. 

 

26. Paragraphs (6) and (7) of Section C give a power to the Speaker to amend 

the provisions of the motion without the need for a further motion, to ensure 

consistency with the general approach endorsed by the House in the 

introductory motion for a resolution (Proceedings during the pandemic), 

provided that any such amendment has the agreement of the Leader of the 

House. 

 



 

 

20 April 2020 


